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The hydro power station (HPS) building has the great significance in the energy provision structure of Rus-
sia. For all this, the larger part of the economically efficient hydro power potential has been concentrated in
the Siberia.
So, such complex naturally – technical objects building, as the hydro power stations (HPSs), is being con-
jugated with the whole series of the challenges advent, the basis of which is the wood’s considerable vol-
umes flooding, having exerted its influence upon the aqueous medium.
The wood pulp pollution prognoses of the Boguchansky and the Motyginsky hydro power stations (HPSs)
reservoirs, having presented in the present paper, are being given the possibility to evaluate the environ-
mental impacts of the submerged and the floating wood upon the water quality.

The part of the hydro power stations
(HPS) is being made up 22 %, the thermo–
electric power stations (TEPS) – 67 %, the
atomic electric power stations (AEPS) –
11 % in the energy provision structure of
Russia. So, the economically – efficient hy-
dro power potential is being related to the
five river basins, such as: the Yeniseisky one
– 34 %; the Lensky one – 27 %; the Obsky
one  –  11  %;  the  Amursky  one  –  7  %;  the
Volzhsky one – 7 %.

The Nizhneboguchansky and the Mo-
tyginsky hydro power stations on the Angara
river, the Evenkiysky hydro power station on
the Nizhyaya Tunguska river, and also the
Nizhnekureisky hydro power station on the
Kureika river, except the building Bogu-
chansky hydro power station (HPS) now are
being related to the number of the most per-
spective HPSs in the Krasnoyarsk Region
[1].

The complex naturally – technical ob-
jects  building,  as  the  hydro  power  stations
(HPSs), should be conducted, with due re-
gard for the incipient challenges complex.

Thus, it is quite possible to be divided
into the initial ones, the foreseen ones at the
projecting stage, and also the second ones,
having advented, as the hydraulic works and
the reservoirs construction consequences, the
challenges, having advented at the hydro
power stations (HPSs) reservoirs designing,

the projecting, the construction and the main-
tenance.

Thus, we shall single out the main
challenges just from the primary and the ini-
tial ones:

1) the water resources usage master
plan choice;

2) the hydro electric generating com-
plexes and the reservoirs optimal parameters
validation;

3) the wat r, the land, and also the for-
est resources monitoring in the hydro electric
generating complex construction zone;

4) the reservoir bottom preparation
economically – ecological validation;

5) the engineering protection from the
towns and cities, the human settlements, the
separate enterprises flooding and the under-
flooding;

6) the agricultural holdings, instead of
the submerged ones by the reservoir, restora-
tion on the new place;

7) the reservoir fish economic activity
mastering;

8) making the reservoir navigable;
9) the bottom sanitary preparation just

before the flooding;
10) the hydro technical arrangements

on the aqueous and the wind erosions preven-
tion within the reservoirs zone;

11) the bottom forest report and the
cleaning – forest just before the flooding, the
afforestation planting on the new place.
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The second challenges are more com-
plex and interconnected, the consequences of
which would be revealed throughout many
years after the construction completion, in
many cases, it is very difficult to predict
them with the sufficient scientific validity
and  the  soundness.  So,  many  of  all  these
challenges are being left quite unsolvable in
the foreseeable future.

So, it is quite possible to subdivide the
second challenges into, as the ecological,
well as the social ones.

Thus, we shall mark out the main eco-
logical challenges:

- the reservoirs coastline erosion, the
banks and the shores, the bottom, the estua-
rine reaches of the rivers reforming, having
fallen into the reservoirs, the sandbars forma-
tion;

- the drifting peat islands advent;
- the floating wood supply advent on

the defined area of the reservoirs, owing to
the  bank  erosion  and  the  shore  man  –  in-
duced erosion;

- the wood, having received from the
rivers, falling into the reservoir;

- the groundwater level hanges;
- the body of water and the ambient

environment temperature regime changes, the
increased moisture, the intensive and the pro-
longed by their time mists advent;

- the additional water loss for the
evaporation;

- the water qualitative composition
changes in the reservoir;

- the vegetable and the animal
worlds changes;

- the fish spawning grounds condi-
tions violations;

- the Earth's crust vibrations provoca-
tions danger, in connection with the large
hydro electric dams and the reservoirs con-
struction;

- the contamination by the organic
substances.

The reservoirs maintenance experience
has been shown, that it is not enough to con-
sider the denoted and the specified chal-
lenges at their designing and the mainte-

nance, and also their consequences only from
the economic point of view. So, it is quite
necessary the complex economically – eco-
logical  and  the  social  assessment  of  the  res-
ervoirs construction consequences.

The Siberian hydro power stations
(HPSs) reservoirs are being located in the
forested – covering zones, having had the
damp – growing forest average stock at the
riverside edge up to 200 m3 per the forested –
covering area hectare. There has not been the
forest report conducting case in the complete
scheduled volume at the stage of the reser-
voirs bottoms preparation. The refusal from
the forest report and the cleaning – forest
conducting in the Siberian hydro power sta-
tions (HPS) reservoirs bottoms in the sched-
uled volumes has been the flooding reason
more than 22,69 mln. m3 wood [2].

The wood flooding reasons in the res-
ervoirs bottoms are the following:

1. The large labor – intensiveness and,
as the result of this, the works high value on
the forest report and the cleaning – forest;

2. The wood – roads absence in the
flooding zone, as the result of this, the wood
removal high value to the consumers;

3. The forest – processing enterprises
absence in the flooding zones and on the ter-
ritories, which are adjacent to the reservoirs;

4. The local working human resources
absence;

5. The non – overflow dams’ construc-
tion, not having permitted to be passed the
rafts and the floats by the transit into the
downstream.

It is necessary to be mentioned, that
more, than 4 mln. m3 wood pulp are being lo-
cated at the Angara and Yeniseisky Region
hydro power stations (HPSs) defined areas of
the reservoirs water. Annually, about 300
thousand. m3 wood have been removed from
the  Bratsk  defined  area  of  the  reservoir  wa-
ter, and, moreover, more, than 6 mln. m3

wood have been given to the Bratsk Forest –
Processing  Complex  (FPC).  But,  the  whole
volume at its defined area of the reservoir
water is not being decreased. The wood
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stocks recovery non – stop process is being
on.

The  Ust  –  Ilimsky,  Bratsky,  Sayano  –
Shushensky, Krasnoyarsky hydro – power
station (HPSs) reservoirs flooding zones in-
vestigations on the location have been per-
mitted to determine the anthropogenic and
the natural sources of the reservoirs contami-
nation and their pollution by the wood pulp,
and also their criterion, and the quantitative
indicators and measures.

To the natural sources of the reservoirs
contamination and their pollution are being
related to the following ones:

- the trees falling into the water from
the reservoirs waterside and the riverside, as
a result of the banks washing out, the erosion
and the banks falling;

- the partially or the completely fal-
ling away and breaking – away of the sub-
merged forest and wood standing from the
waves influence and the ice motions impact;

- the wood pulp removal from the riv-
ers, having fallen into the reservoir;

- the natural disasters (e.g. the inten-
sive wind – falling and the wind – blowing
down, the flooding, the accidents at the wood
– floating enterprises);

- the organic substances (e.g. the peat,
the humus, the forest trees waste);

- the young undergrowth, having
grown after the forest report and the cleaning
– forest conducting.

For today, there are not the theoretical
dependences, having defined the wood pulp
total entering volumes into the reservoir, so,
they are able to be defined only at the spe-
cific object in the process of the observation
for it during the sufficiently large time of pe-
riod.

The investigations, having conducted
in the flooding zones, have been permitted to
be  worked  out  the  main  Methods  of  the  hy-
dro power stations (HPSs) reservoirs pollu-
tion and the contamination, and also the pol-
lution prediction by the wood pulp and the
organic substances [2].

These main Methods have been per-
mitted to be worked out the pollution and the
contamination prognosis by the wood pulp
and the organic substances of the Bogu-
chansky hydro power station (HPS) (Bo
HPS), and also the designing Motyginsky
hydro power station (HPS).

The pollution and the contamination
prognosis by the wood pulp and the organic
substances of the Boguchansky hydro power
station  (HPS)  (Bo  HPS)  has  been  presented
in the table 1.

Table 1. The  shruberily  –  wood vegetation  stock  in  the  Bo HPS reservoir  bottom after  the
flooding first year, under the forest report and the cleaning – forest conducting:

The Pollution & Contamination Sources Volume,
thnd. m3

The systematic flooding volume 1431,1
The cutting remains from the forest report & the cleaning-forest con-
ducting. 1534,8

The young undergrowth 1897,2
The dead wood and the fallen trees 552,0
The spreading wood pulp along the water's edge, the utility structures
 remains 19,2

The wood entering from the rivers 0,7
The wood losses from the forest floating and the timber enterprises
 activity 7,8

 The natural and the unrecorded factors 11,0
Total: the wood resources 5453,8
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The pollution and the contamination prognosis by the wood pulp of the Motyginsky
hydro power station (HPS) (Mo HPS) has been presented in the table 2.

Table 2. The shruberily – wood vegetation stock in the Mo HPS reservoir bottom after the
flooding first year, under the forest report and the cleaning – forest conducting:

The Pollution & Contamination Sources Volume,
thnd.m 3

The cutting remains from the forest report & the cleaning-forest con-
ducting 317,1

The dead wood and the fallen trees 175,9
The wood removal from the rivers, having unused for the purpose of
the
timber - rafting

0,2

The spreading wood pulp along the water's edge 20,5
The losses from the natural factors 8,0
The unrecorded losses 3,0
The wood losses from the forest floating and the timber enterprises
 activity 7,3

The banks washing out and the erosion 47,0
Total: the wood resources 579,0

Without due regard for the root system
and, having assumed, that the cutting remains
from the forest report and the cleaning – forest
conducting, as this the Sanitary – and – Epi-
demiological Inspection (SanEpinIn 3907–85)
is demanding [4], will be utilized in the
Boguchansky hydro power station (HPS) res-
ervoir bottom, not less, than 4 mln. m3 the
shruberily – wood vegetation will be sub-
merged, in the Motyginsky hydro power sta-
tion  (HPS)  reservoir  bottom  –  not  less,  than
500,0 thousand m3.

In conclusion, it is quite possible to be
noted the following. The Siberian hydro
power stations (HPS) construction experi-
ence has been shown, that such construction
is being resulted in the wood large volumes
flooding.  The  prognoses  of  the  Bo HPS and
Mo HPS reservoirs contamination and their
pollution by the wood pulp, having presented
in the present paper, are given the possibility

to evaluate the submerged and the floating
wood influence upon the waters quality.
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